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Abstract—Labeled data are useful resources for different application in different fields like image processing, natural language processing etc. Producing labeled data is a costly process. One efficient solution for alleviating the costly process of annotating data is managing the sampling process. It is better to query for essential samples instead of a group of unnecessary ones. Active learning (AL) attempts to overcome the labeling bottleneck by sending queries for unlabeled instances to be labeled with the help of an annotator. This technique is applied to Natural Language Processing (NLP) especially in Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) tasks that we also focus on in this work. In Statistical Machine Translation, parallel corpora are scarce resources, and AL is a way of solving this problem. It attempts to alleviate the costly process of data annotating by sending queries just for translation of the most informative sentences which are essential for system improvement. The contribution of our work is proposing a new approach in AL for selecting sentences through a soft decision making process. In this algorithm, in addition to scoring sentences according to their information, the distribution of the space of unlabeled data is also considered. Each sentence (either labeled or unlabeled) changes to a vector of feature scores. Then each new coming sentence is observed in the feature space and gets two probabilities: how probable it is to be either labeled or unlabeled. These probabilities are calculated according to the position of new instance related to its labeled and unlabeled neighbors. We have applied the proposed model for improving training corpus of a SMT system. Also Farsi-English language pairs are selected as the base-line SMT system. We have sampled the best sentences that can improve the quality of our SMT system and send query for their translations. In this way the costly approach of making parallel corpus is alleviated. Finally, our experiments show significant improvements for sampling sentences by soft decision making in comparison to the random sentence selection strategy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The predominant approach of Machine Translation (MT), Statistical approach (Brown et al. 1991), is based on parallel corpus. This means that a qualified Statistical MT (SMT) system needs a great amount of special input data as a bilingual parallel corpus. However, for most of the language pairs this is a kind of rare data, these languages being called scarce resource languages.

Producing parallel corpus is done either manually or automatically. In the first approach a noiseless corpus
will be prepared but this process of manually making a bilingual corpus by the help of human is very costly and time consuming. Automatically producing parallel corpus has no cost but the result is a noisy corpus. So, producing bilingual parallel corpora becomes a challenge in the process of developing a SMT system.

To reduce the cost of producing parallel corpus, the active learning (AL) approach proposes some methods that just queries for the translation of sentences which are essential for system improvement. These are samples that adding them to the training data improves the quality of system output.

The AL idea is one of the successful approaches for producing label for unlabeled instances in Machine Learning. This approach can be applied to different applications, e.g., Speech Recognition, Information Extraction, Classification and Filtering etc. For SMT story is a little different; as instead of labeling unlabeled data we are looking for the translation of source language sentences in the target language. The aim of AL for SMT is changing a monolingual corpus to a bilingual one.

Settles et al. (2009) have shown that in different NLP fields significant improvement can be gained during the process of annotating data by applying the AL idea. The strategies of how to send a query for new instances are divided to three categories see Fig. 1. (Settles et al., 2009);

1) Membership Making Synthesis,
2) Stream Based Sentence Sampling,
3) Pooled Based Sampling.

In the Membership Making Synthesis approach the system can send a query for any kinds of instances, even the system made instances. In this way, the queries can be so ambiguous that the process of label producing will be impossible, especially when the annotator is a human. Besides ambiguity, this approach is not proper for the tasks in which the order of tokens in the input data sequence is important, like NLP applications.

The second approach, Stream Based Sentence Sampling, is the process of visiting input data instances in sequential mode. It is proper for online data and situations that we have stream of data in which we have one data at time.

The third approach (Pooled Based Sampling) seems more qualified for NLP tasks. This approach investigates all instances at the same time and chooses the best ones from the pool of instances, using a greedy search algorithm. It is especially proposed in the case of existence of a small set of labeled data in front of a large pool of unlabeled data.

In addition to the different strategies for sending queries, various strategies can also be chosen for scoring sentences. In most of them new instances are scored according to the amount of additional information that can add to the baseline system. For SMT the information of a sentence can be evaluated by the number of new phrases or new n-grams it can produce (Haffari et al., 2009a).

In this work, in addition to considering the amount of information of sentences, data distribution in the feature space is also considered. We have augmented the process of sentence scoring with the information about the density of input data space and the situation of unlabeled instances position in the space of labeled data. The results show that the performance of our algorithm has outperformed the random sampling process.

a. For better explaining the idea, process of our proposed algorithm is explained in separated steps:

b. Each sentence of both labeled and unlabeled instances are first mapped to the space of features vector,

c. Probability distribution of labeled and unlabeled instances are estimated based on labeled instances,

d. Each unlabeled instance is evaluated based on two distributions estimated in step (b), and space of unlabeled instances is sorted based on scores that are computed by using these distributions,

e. New instances from the sorted unlabeled data space are sampled,
f. Labels of selected samples are produced using human annotator,
g. The set of labeled instances is updated using new annotated instances.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we describe related works in AL for NLP and particularly for SMT. In Section III, we introduce our new density-based AL algorithm in details. In Section IV, we analyze the results of our experiments. Finally, we conclude with a summary and an outline of further research in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

The use of AL ideas in the previous works can be categorized into two groups according to our project’s requirements: applying these ideas to the NLP applications in general or using it for improving a SMT system in particular. Here we analyze these two groups separately. A common criterion among most of these researches is to compare the efficiency of AL algorithm with random sampling. Most of them have reported significant improvement compared to the random sampling approach (Tang et al., 2002; Haffari et al.,

![Fig. 1. Three main AL scenarios (Settles et al., 2009).](image-url)
A. Active learning in NLP

The AL idea is applied to various applications in different fields of NLP (Settles, 2010), such as POS tagging (Engelson and Dagan, 1996; Ringger et al., 2007), parsing (Reichart and Rappoport, 2007), coreference resolution (Zhao and Ng, 2014), relation extraction (Qian et al., 2014), semantic annotation (Xu, 2014; Cui, 2014), word sense disambiguation (Chan and Ng, 2007; Zhu and Hovy, 2007), syntactic parsing (Hwa, 2004; Osborne and Baldwin, 2004), named entity recognition (Shen et al., 2004; Tomanek et al., 2007; Tomanek and Hahn, 2009) and sentiment analysis (Brew et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012; Xiao and Guo, 2013). Different works have used different techniques and also have attempted to measure the information of a new instance according to the different criteria. The main strategies which are mentioned in these works can be categorized as follow (Settles, 2010):

1. Uncertainty Sampling - Uncertainty sampling is the simplest and most common criterion for evaluating the instances that are first proposed for text classification applications (Lewis and Gale, 1994). The instances that we are more uncertain about their labels are probably the ones that are new according to the structure of the current system. Entropy is a good choice for measuring uncertainty in data. In addition Hwa (2004) and Settles et al. (2008) have proposed other measurements instead of the entropy criterion for more complicated data structures. They look for instances in which their best assigned labels have the least confidence among all the other unlabeled data. For SMT this criterion can be considered as the translation probability p(e|f), that is the baseline system probability provides for the translation of each unlabeled sentence f (HafFar et al., 2009a).

Some other works use AL ideas in combination with semi-supervised learning approaches (Tomanek et al. 2009). Their strategy is also based on uncertainty. They apply AL for the sequence labeling task. In their approach, they ask human annotators to label only uncertain subsequences within the selected sentences while the remaining subsequences are labeled automatically based on the model trained on the available data produced during the previous AL iterations. Another work is (Vickrey et al. 2010), that uses seed words and iteratively expands this set by adding similar unlabeled words. In each iteration, AL suggests a series of candidate words which the user makes decisions to either accept it as a proper sample to produce its label or reject it. In this approach, they explore the space of similar words and send a query for the best candidate to be annotated by either a positive or negative label.

2. Query-By-Committee – This approach asks a group of baseline systems about the label of each instance. These sets of systems which are trained on labeled data are called committee. Committee members vote on the labeling of instances. The more disagreements between committee members about the proper label for each instance, the more informative that instance is (Seung et al., 1992). From SMT viewpoint, the implementation of this feature needs more than one translator.

3. Expected Model Change - Another strategy for choosing more informative sentences is looking for ones that adding them to the model causes to the greatest improvement in the model. For example, in discriminative probabilistic models that are based on regression the system improvement can be considered as the changes of the training gradient vector.

4. Variance Reduction - Cohn et al. (1996) propose some formula on how to decrease the future system errors by minimizing its variance. They have analyzed their idea for a regression based system. From the point of view of SMT, reduction of variance can be considered as enhancing current models’ confidence by adding information about rare instances visited in the corpus. For that, queries that are more similar to the baseline model are proper for being queried. These instances will enhance the system models and reduce the system future errors.

5. Estimated Error Reduction - The previous criterion measures the system errors in relation to the system variance. In contrast, this approach attempts to directly estimate the reduction of system errors if the new unlabeled instance x is labeled and added to the baseline system. For different applications, various criteria are proposed (Settles et al., 2009). In

![Fig. 2. The impact of outliers on the quality of uncertainty sampling strategies.](image)

SMT, the amount of BLEU scores (Papineni et al. 2002) improvement by adding each instance will be measured.

6. Density-Weighted Methods - The previous explained strategies are prone to the outlier instances. Fig. 2 explains the problem of outliers for binary classification while using the uncertainty sampling strategy. In Fig. 2, the instance located on the decision boundary of two classes is the most uncertain instance, proper to be added to the system but as it is an outlier no improvement in the quality of the class parameters will be identified. To get rid of these kinds of noises, the usage of some additional information which considers the input data distribution is proposed. Our model also considered this property by scoring sentences according to their situation on the space of features.

B. Active learning in SMT

Contrary to the various works that have applied AL to NLP tasks, the usage of AL for improving the SMT system is limited to a few works. The structure of a SMT system augmented with an AL module is described in Fig. 3. Probably the first work that has
suggested applying AL to MT is (Callison-Burch, 2003).

Their model, based on uncertainty strategy of AL, selects sentences that lead to uncertainty in MT systems. However, no experiments are reported. Some other works have attempt to optimize the size of training data such as (Eck et al., 2005) that have reduced the training set size by selecting instances that maximize n-gram feature coverage or (Lu et al., 2007) that have used TF-IDF based cosine score to select a subset of the parallel training sentences. Banerjee, et al. (2013) uses language models score for selecting informative sentences. They train two language models on well and badly translated sentences. The usefulness of a sentence is measured as the difference of its perplexities in these two language models. Biçici and Yuret (2014) have introduced a quality-based sentence selection algorithms that use feature decay. In their model the training instances relevant to the test set are selected. As a new sentence selection strategy, Logacheva and Specia (2014) have proposed a new quality-based AL technique. The core idea of a quality-based AL technique is to select sentences that are likely to be translated incorrectly by the MT system. However, they have used a richer quality estimation metric which benefits from a wider range of features for estimating the correctness of automatic translation of a sentence.

The other quality-based AL technique for making an AL-SMT is proposed by Haffari et al. (2009a). In this work a wide range of efficient features are defined. Their suggested features for selecting informative sentences are based on improvement of a baseline system. They have shown how it is possible to improve a single SMT system by using the human translations of queries requested by AL. They have suggested some innovative features. These features are defined for evaluating sentences according to the amount of extra information which will be gained by adding each of them to the system. They have measured information of a sentence by counting the number of new phrases or n-grams it can produce in comparison to the phrases or n-grams observed in the baseline corpus. Some other features which consider the translation quality are also proposed. On the basis of the previous work, Du, et al., (2014) introduced a length penalty factor into the phrase-based sentence selection strategy to penalize the short sentences. The penalty factor is updated in each iteration.

Haffari et al. (2009b) have improved the multilingual SMT systems by extracting the instances which are more likely to improve the translation quality. They have proposed a notion for better handling the usage of the AL idea to improve a small bilingual corpus with big monolingual data. They have suggested two approaches: self-training and co-training. In self-training approach, the corpus is enlarged with the human translated sentences plus the system’s noisy translated output while in co-training each of the SMT systems is improved by the human translated instances, in addition to the other systems’ translation output.

The other work reported in the AL-SMT subject is (Ambati et al., 2010), which proposes a new approach for enabling automatic translation for languages with low resources. They use the Active Crowd Translation (ACT) idea that is a combination of AL and Crowd-sourcing ideas. In this work, they choose more informative sentences while trying to reduce the cost of translation through Amazon Turk. Their work has two parts: the first part is based on AL for sentence sampling and the second part is based on crowd-sourcing for finding good translation among Turker’s suggestions. In AL, the strategy of choosing new instances is based on the produced phrases by each sentence. Thus, the sentences which produce most representative n-grams that have not been seen yet in the bilingual corpus are chosen. Finally, each sentence is scored according to two factors: density (frequency of phrases in the labeled data) and uncertainty (the number of new phrases that a sentence can produce).

Bloodgood et al. (2010) have a new point of view to the problem of applying AL for improving a SMT system. All previous works which have used AL in the field of SMT are trying to solve the problem of scarce resources. Thus, they start from an extremely small set of seed data and in each iteration, add a very tiny amount of data during the AL process. However, Bloodgood et al. (2010) have demonstrated how to apply AL in situations where a large corpus is available. Their goal is to buck the trend of diminishing return. The diminishing circumstance always occurs from some iteration in the AL process.
They tend to make highest-performing MT systems while keeping annotation costs low. Actually, the algorithm of Bloodgood et al. (2010) starts when the other approaches stop their investigations. After sampling, they gather annotations via the Amazon Mechanical Turk.

\[ U = \text{Monolingual corpus}, \]
\[ L = \text{Bilingual corpus}, \]
\[ \text{For } t = 1, 2, \ldots \]
\[ \text{For all } S \in U \]
\[ U^* = \text{Score all } S \in U \text{ by } \{ f_i \} \]
\[ L' = \text{Score all } S \in L \text{ by } \{ f_i \} \]
\[ \text{featureSpace} = \{ U^* \} \]
\[ N = \{ \text{k nearest neighbor of } S \in \text{featureSpace} \} \]
\[ \delta = 2 \]
\[ P_s(u) = \sum_{s \in N} \exp(-1\times(d(s,u))^2) \]
\[ P_s(l) = \sum_{s \in N} \exp(-1\times(d(s,u))^2) \]
\[ \text{If } (P_s(u) > P_s(l)) \]
\[ \text{Consider } s \text{ as probable unlabeled instance, else} \]
\[ \text{Consider } S \text{ as probable labeled instance and select} \]
\[ \text{the } k \text{-best from probable unlabeled instances and add them to } L \]

Fig. 4. The pseudo code of density- based KNN for sampling sentences.

Fig. 5. KNN density based algorithm which uses a kernel on top of each candidate data.

There are also some other works that use AL idea for improving an SMT quality but not by expanding the training corpus. Dara, et al. (2014) apply AL for capturing human post-editing outputs as early as possible to incrementally update SMT models to avoid repeat mistakes. González-Rubio and Casacuberta (2014) propose a cost-sensitive AL framework for computer-assisted translation. They optimize the number of human supervision and difficulty of his/her attempt. Thus, they focus the user effort to those translations which user supervision considered as more “informative”.

In our previous work (Bakhshaei et al., 2010), we have studied on how to apply AL idea for expanding Farsi-English corpus. In this work the efficiency of some of the proposed features were investigated on Farsi-English pair of languages. The results showed the expanded corpus in this way can improve the quality of an SMT system.

Our work completely differs from previous works. Features that are used in this work are similar to Haffari et al. (2009a), but we have proposed a new approach for applying these features. Our method is completely different; we map a sentence to a vector of features and observe instances in the feature space. The contribution of our work is that we sample sentences by considering density of data in the feature space. In this way the strategy of AL in our work is more similar to the Density-Weighted strategy. Sampling in our model is done through a kind of soft decision making process.

This paper contains new idea for AL sampling. More details are presented below:

- New instance description- In this paper in contrast to (Bakhshaei et al., 2010), we use groups of features for describing a sample in the instances space, while in the similar previous works each of the features is separately used for scoring unlabeled instances or a in some others, mixture of features is used.
- New sampling approach- Also in this paper we propose a new approach for sampling the unlabeled instances. In this approach we consider the location of instances in the feature space and through a soft decision making. We count how much it is probable for an instance to be labeled or unlabeled. We prefer instances which are located near to the dense location of the labeled instances space and are far from the unlabeled instances. The classification of instances is based on a modified K-nearest neighbor algorithm. The details are explained in the next section.

III. KNN DENSITY BASED ACTIVE LEARNING

It is shown that applying AL approaches reduces the cost of annotating unlabeled samples (Settles et al., 2008; Ambati et al., 2010), also for application like MT, applying AL strategies requires a smaller number of sentences to reach a desired performance thereby reducing cost of acquiring data (Ambati et al., 2010). In this way, training a system with less data is possible while accuracy does not decrease. Thus, in the case of scarce data resources we do not have to gather a great amount of bilingual data; just a customized size of informative sentences is enough for training a qualified system. Finding proper choices are possible by defining appropriate features for evaluating the information of each sentence. A comprehensive group of features is defined by (Haffari et al. 2009a). Their suggested features are applied for sampling in two modes. In the first mode, they have considered the score of each individual feature for ranking monolingual corpus sentences and then choose instances according to the value of each separated feature heuristically:

\[ \forall s \in U : score(s) = score_{f_i}(s) \]  (1)

In equation (1), s stands for any unlabeled instances from U set. score(.) is score of a sentence and score_{f_i}(.) is a function that evaluates each sentence according to value of feature f_i. In the second mode they combine the score of all the features and use it as a single mixture feature.
For this aim they have used the weighted combinations of all the features (WCF) score in addition to a new approach which is called Hierarchical Adaptive Sampling (HAS) for translation. In WCF the effect of each feature is controlled by assigning a weight to it. The weight vector must be tuned on the corpus. Then the score of each sentence is counted according to a mixture of features:

$$\forall s \in U : \text{score}(s) = \sum_i \alpha_i \times \text{score}_{f_i}(s) \quad (2)$$

In equation (2), parameter $\alpha_i$ is the weight of feature $f_i$.

The new HAS algorithm, samples sentences of U (unlabeled data) while building a hierarchical cluster on the ranked sentences. The strategies explained above for sentence sampling are all a kind of hard decision making, while an attempt has been made to make a soft decision making, in this paper. Our soft decision making is based on assigning each instance two probabilities of how much it is probable to be either a labeled or an unlabeled data. In this definition a sentence that is a proper choice for being sampled is the one that is more unlabeled than labeled instance. Also, we have forced the system to consider the distribution of the unlabeled instances in the input space by allowing for density of the data in the scoring process in addition to measuring the amount of their information. We have used the nonparametric KNN algorithm for classifying sentences while using the proposed features in previous works for featuring sentences. Each sentence either labeled (L) or unlabeled (U) is changed to a vector of values related to the score of these features:

$$\forall s \in \{L \cup U\} : \quad s \mapsto <\text{score}_{f_i}(s),...,\text{score}_{f_j}(s)> \quad (3)$$

In equation (3), s stands for any instance either labeled or unlabeled, $\text{score}_{f_i}$ is the same as what is defined in equation (1) and $<\text{score}_{f_i}(s),...,\text{score}_{f_j}(s)>$ is a vector that its value in index i is equivalent to the score of feature $f_i$.

The pseudo code of our algorithm can be seen in Fig. 4. In this algorithm we look at data in the feature space containing both labeled and unlabeled data. Then proper sentences are selected to ask for their translations. As explained above our soft decision making is carried out by assigning both U-probability ($P_u(s)$) and L-probability ($P_l(s)$) to each instance $s$ according to the equations 1 & 2. In this way, we count how probable it is for a sentence $s$ to be either a labeled or unlabeled instance.

$$P_u(s) \equiv \sum_{n \in \{N \cap U\}} \exp\left(-1 \times \frac{(d(s,n))^2}{\delta}\right) \quad (4)$$

$$P_l(s) \equiv \sum_{n \in \{N \cap L\}} \exp\left(-1 \times \frac{(d(s,n))^2}{\delta}\right) \quad (5)$$

In equations (4) and (5) $N$ is the set of nearest neighbors to instance $s$. $N \cap L$ and $N \cap U$ are the sets of labeled and unlabeled instances in the neighbor of $s$ respectively. Also, $d(.,.)$ is a distance metric and we have considered it as a Euclidean distance. In this equation, an effect zone is allotted to each sentence by using a kernel $k(x) = \exp\left(-\text{distance}(x,x')^2\right)/\delta$ on top of that candidate. Thus, the closer neighbors are considered more important than the neighbors in the longer distances. The effective domain of this zone is controlled by changing $\delta$ parameter in formula (4) and (5). This kernel distance metric forces the algorithm to choose candidates from the regions where more unlabeled data are allocated and this is equivalent to consider the density of unlabeled data space in scoring the sentences process. The graphical view of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To show the qualification of our proposed algorithm we set up different tests. For this means we used a bilingual Farsi-English corpus which is a part of the corpus produced by (blind-a). The corpus is separated to two sets, one of which is used as a bilingual corpus (labeled data) and the other as monolingual corpus (unlabeled data). The standard phrase-based model that we used for training is the Moses system (Koehn et al., 2007) in which we used

Table 1. Data statistic for labeled data (or Training set) (a), unlabeled data (b) and test and Dev (Development) sets (c).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labeled Data</th>
<th>Running words</th>
<th>Singleton</th>
<th>Lexicon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>49373</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farsi</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>46435</td>
<td>1005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) unlabeled Data

| Farsi        | 18145         | 170045    | 2248    | 4742 |

(c) Test and Dev (Development) sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dev set</th>
<th>Running words</th>
<th>Singleton</th>
<th>Lexicon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>15127</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>3277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test set</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>28597</td>
<td>2532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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default values for all of the parameters. All experiments use a 4-gram language model trained on the Farsi side of our training corpus using SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) with Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser, and Ney, 1995). To tune feature weights in minimum error rate (Och, 2003) training, we used a development set of 2,001 sentence pairs, and we evaluate performance on a test set of 3,500 single-references. For more information of the data see Table 1.

A baseline SMT system is trained on the bilingual corpus (L) and the density-based KNN algorithm is applied to the monolingual corpus (U) for sentence sampling. Note that U is just the source side of the main corpus (the target side is ignored), see Table 1-b. The sentences are featured according to the defined features: Geom-n-gram, Arith-n-gram, Geom-Phrase, Arith-Phrase.

These features have no problem with unlabeled data but evaluating labeled data with these features is slightly a vague process since each of these features compares some characteristics of the current sentence with the quality of it in the labeled data set. For example, the Geom-n-gram feature is the geometric average of relative frequency of n-grams of the current sentence in comparison to the visited n-grams of L:

$$\phi^N_g(s) := \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{\sum_{x \in X^n} P(x \mid U, n)}{\sum_{x \in X^n} P(x \mid L, n)}$$

In equation (6), $X^p$ is the set of all n-grams which can be extracted from sentence $s$ and $P(x \mid U, n)$ is the probability of n-gram $x$ in U. Parameter $w_n$ is the weight of each n-gram. In this work we have considered equivalent weight for all n-grams.

Evaluating unlabeled sentences by this feature (equation (6)) has no problem but evaluating the sentences of L faces to some problem; the feature will compare L sentences with themselves, thus, this equation is always 0 for each L sentence. Haffari et al. (2009a) have solved this problem by applying leaving-one-out algorithm for featuring L sentences.

As leaving-one-out algorithm is a very time consuming process, we have used n-fold algorithm instead. Used features are explained briefly in this section.

A. Phrase features

In this feature we consider the amount of new phrases a sentence can add to the system. Thus, we count the relative frequency of the phrases produced by this sentence to the total phrases seen in the current corpus.

Finally, the score of the sentence can be measured by averaging all of the sentence phrases. We can use either geometrical or arithmetical means. Each of these options is considered as a separate feature in equations (7) & (8).

$$\phi^p_g(s) := \left[ \prod_{x \in X^p} \frac{P(x \mid U)}{P(x \mid L)} \right]^{1 \mid X^p_1}$$

In the formulas (7) and (8) $X^p$ is the set of all possible phrases that can be extracted from the current sentence $s$. The probability of each sentence in set $D_c \{U, L\}$, $P(x \mid D)$, is computed according to

$$P(x \mid D) = \sum_{x \in X^p} \frac{\text{count}(x) + \varepsilon}{\sum_{x \in X^p} \text{count}(x) + \varepsilon}, \varepsilon \text{ is the smoothing factor and is set to a small value.}$$

B. Ngram features

The second feature is the amount of n-grams that each sentence can produce. The average frequency of produced n-grams of the current sentence relative to the n-grams observed in the base-line corpus is defined as the Ngram feature. Just like the previous feature, arithmetic or geometrical mean of scores are considered as two separated features in equations (9) & (10).

$$\phi^N_g(s) := \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n}{\sum_{x \in X^p} P(x \mid U, n)} \sum_{x \in X^p} \log \frac{P(x \mid U, n)}{P(x \mid D, n)}$$

In equations (9) and (10), $X^p$ is the set of all n-grams that can be produced from sentence $s$. Probability function $P(x \mid D, n)$ that $D_c \{U, L\}$ is the probability of $x$ in the n-grams extracted from D set. $w_n$ is the weight of each n-gram that is considered the same as equation (6).

C. Reverse model feature

In this feature we count how accurate each sentence is translated in the SMT system trained on current L set. It is measured by passing sentences from the target-to-source system and re-passing the result from the source-to-target system.

The similarity of the final result with the main sentence, which is measured by BLEU score, reveals the confidence of the system.

D. Translation confidence feature

The negative of translation probability of a sentence, $-p(f \mid \varepsilon)$, is considered as the confidence measure of current system about its translation. Actually, the translation probability shows how good a sentence is translated in a system and reveals if the system has enough knowledge for translating the sentence.

So, we choose the sentences that have achieved the worse translation probability. These are the ones that the system is in problem for translating them and needs to learn more about them.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of applying the features (explained in section IV) separately for choosing sentences are shown...
Two probabilities are assigned to each sentence \( s \) in \( U \):

1. How much it is likely that \( s \) to be unlabeled and
2. How much it is likely that \( s \) to be labeled.

Then in an iterative algorithm, a list of 5000-best sentences is chosen among the most unlabeled data. The chosen sentences are paired with their translations produced by human translator and are added to the baseline corpus \( L \).

Finally, the SMT system is retrained on this new parallel corpus and the qualification of the system is estimated by translating the test set (see Table 1-c) and counting the BLEU score of the results.

The results of applying our algorithm to the data show significant improvement. BLEU scores are reported in Table 2 and for simplifying the comparison of the results, Fig. 7 has depicted the BLEU scores in each iteration.

In Fig. 6, unlabeled samples are scored according to formula (1) and best score sentences with their translations are added to the parallel corpus.

In each iteration, 5000 sentences are selected and added to the parallel corpus. Almost each step improves the BLEU score of the results but some fluctuations has occurred.

We have repeated the same circumstances in Table 2. But instead of evaluating unlabeled samples using formula (2), we used Formula (3).

First each sentence is changed to a vector in the space of features, then through a soft decision making we judge if the sample is probable to be labeled or unlabeled using formula (4) and (5).

Finally, algorithm of Fig. (4) is applied to select the best choices to be added to the training corpus.

By observing the BLEU scores in each iteration, it is seen that the density based AL has led to more confident results and the fluctuations in the BLEU score which is common in the most of the results shown in Fig. 6., has not occurred.

According to the diagram of Fig. 7, that depicts the BLEU score in each iteration for sampling with the help of the proposed algorithm outperforms the random sentence sampling process.

VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper we had a short review on the AL idea by considering its application in different NLP tasks. We discussed AL details on both sending query and scoring sample processes.

In particular, we have discussed AL for SMT by going over the reported research in this realm. We have proposed a new version of AL for sampling new sentences for SMT applications.

This algorithm defines a neighborhood around each candidate sentence and assigns the two probabilities of being a labeled or unlabeled data.

This soft decision making also considers the density of unlabeled data in the input space by putting a kernel on top of each candidate sentence. The results show that the algorithm can work better than random sampling.

The proposed algorithm can be improved in some parts that we intend to set as the plan of our future works.

The number of used features and their quality of features must be studied deeper. Quality of a feature is how successful a feature is to select the best samples.

Also the amount of information which is hold by chosen samples must be considered. On the other hand the number of features can be optimized for improving the time complexity.

Feature selection approaches might be helpful for improving the proposed model. The efficiency of the distance metric that is based on Euclidean must be considered. Also, the qualification of this metric for using as the similarity criterion of the sentences in the feature space must be investigated.

The proposed model is capable of more extended uses. For example it is proper to be used in the other applications such as phrase table or corpus filtering for removing noises or optimizing size without changing performance also the model is useful for domain adaptations.

However for making model to be applicable for these new aims, features must be customized.

Table 2. The BLEU score of the SMT systems that are trained on expanded corpus using the Density-based AL model and random sampling approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Expanded Corpus size</th>
<th>Density-based AL model BLEU [%]</th>
<th>Random sampling model BLEU [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.1486</td>
<td>0.1419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9735</td>
<td>0.1624</td>
<td>0.1418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14298</td>
<td>0.1608</td>
<td>0.1601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>18519</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.1578</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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